
 
 
  
  

Neat NobTM Remote Install Kit        #B14R

 

 
NobsTM Latch Release Kits. Allows the release mechanism 
to be mounted away from the latch & door jam. Contains 
all of the hardware needed to attach a Neat NobsTM Kit to 
a Bear Claw style latch. Installs in both steel and fiberglass 
vehicles. 

1. Determine where you want to mount the Neat NobTM Latch Release Kit on the door. You may set up the Nob to operate in a horizontal or vertical release direction. Many variations are possible.  2. Drill installation holes per Figure A. This orientation of the holes is for the release located as shown in Figure B with a vertical (downward) release action. The mirror image would apply for the second door. 3. Start Pivot Assembly installation by placing the screw through one fender washer, the inner door skin, a 2nd fender washer, lock washer and hex nut. Tighten firmly. (Fender washers are optional in steel door 
vehicles. When using the fender washers, skip to step 5 since drilling and pre-
tapping for the Neat Nob trim plate may be easier now.) Add nylon  Lever (Through the pivot hole as shown in Figure B)and lock nut. Tighten so that the lever moves with little resistance and no slop.  4. Attach the cable using the ring terminal, screw and nut at one end and the hex shaped adjuster at the other end. Adjust the cable length so 
Cutout and horizontal with the Pivot Assembly screw.  5. Mark and drill holes for Neat Nob plate and pre-tap. After upholstery is complete and Neat Nob kit is to be installed, you may need to cut  
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Figure B 
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Pivot Assembly Sequence 


